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Mapping the event industry 
With 243,000 companies, roughly 81 billion in sales and 1.130 million employees, the 
event industry is one of the most important sectors of the German economy. 

It is not only from the perspective of business and industry (in the context of trade 
shows, exhibitions, meetings, conventions and social events as well as marketing 
communication) that the event industry plays a special role.        

Rather, the last 18 months of the COVID-19 pandemic have revealed the value of the 
event industry for social and cultural life in Germany. Concerts, culture, music festivals, 
and clubs as well as private festivals and markets/showmen enrich and exert a 
formative influence on social life.  

The event industry is very colorful and diverse. Artists, singers or musicians are 
prominently featured at events. Companies present themselves at trade shows or 
showcase their brand in the context of spectacular brand events.  

Behind all this, however, is an important economic sector - diverse, extremely creative 
and with an incredibly broad field of activity characterized by a high level of division of 
labor, task sharing and networking.  

For the first time, the study provides deep insights into the complexity of the industry 
and systematically identifies important value-adding partners and industry data. 

At the same time, the study examines the current situation and for the first time opens 
up the prospect of providing a complex overview of the event industry.  It thus 
represents an important step towards a uniform understanding of the industry.  
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The event industry in Germany 

Level 1

The number of companies in the event industry was previously unknown. The present study is based on a qualified nationwide search for companies in the 
event industry.  This included searching available databases and the evaluation of existing studies. In addition, detailed expert interviews were conducted 
with industry associations of the IGVW Interessengemeinschaft Veranstaltungswirtschaft e.V. (Event Industry Interest Group). 

This became the foundation for the systematic cataloging of companies in the event industry based on the 2008 edition of the German Classification of 
Economic Activities (WZ 2008) and the sales tax statistics (German Federal Statistical Office, 2020). It revealed that companies in the event industry are 
active in more than 100 economic sectors. The results of this analysis define the population of event industry players - a total of 243,000 companies, 128,000 
of which are micro-enterprises with less than 22,000 euros in sales per year.

Level 2

Quantitative survey of more than 2,500 companies in the event industry in Germany during the period April-May 2021. The invitation to participate in the 
survey was disseminated via a large-scale campaign on social media, the website ZÄHL DAZU (COUNT US IN (www.zaehl-dazu.de)  and by personal invitation 
via the participating industry associations. The study was funded via a crowdfunding campaign that involved the entire event industry.

Level 3

The analysis and extrapolation of the data was based on the information on sales volume classes in the sales tax statistics (German Federal Statistical Office, 
2020).  See also the statistical appendix to the study. 

The data on companies' sales and employees refer to the year 2019 in order to reflect the "normal state" of the event industry before the pandemic crisis.  

The map of the event industry (attribution of the total population to individual federal states) was created using a defined distribution key of selected 
subsectors of the event industry based on sales tax statistics (German Federal Statistical Office, 2020).

Study methodology 

http://www.zaehl-dazu.de/
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The event industry in Germany 

Classification of the results and differentiation from previous studies     

This study focuses on the core area of the event industry. In doing so, it looks at key players who can initially be assigned to five basic subsectors.  In other 
words, the study includes event organizers, venue operators, service providers, entertainment and creative professionals, and manufacturers who produce 
products and services for the event industry.     

The study examines these players in their value creation network.  The aim is to capture industry performance in its entirety. This includes a definition and 
delimitation of the event industry and requires a comprehensive view of the services offered by individual players.  This view makes it possible to distinguish 
the diversity of the event industry compared to other industries, and reveals a high degree of complexity and networking within the event industry.

However, the study does not consider spillover effects on other industries.  Yet at the same time it is known that the event industry - e.g. in the area of 
business-induced events, but also in the areas of the culture and music industries - generates considerable economic effects in other sectors.  
Travel/accommodation and catering costs, for example, play a major role in tourism and gastronomy.

In contrast to the meta-study "The macroeconomic significance of the event industry" (R.I.F.E.L, 2020), these spillover effects are not considered in the 
present study.  Rather, the aim was first to systematize the core area of the event industry within narrow limits and, building on this, to conduct a 
comprehensive analysis of the industry's performance.  Thus, the results of the two studies are not directly comparable, since the R.I.F.E.L. meta-study, for 
example, explicitly considered travel expenses, event-related expenses and exhibitor expenses.  

The study presented here, on the other hand, looks primarily at players who are directly involved in the planning and production of events.

Study methodology 
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(1) Players and networking
(Ten subsectors of the event industry)
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Players and networking 

In essence, the study first defines five central areas of activity in which the players in the event industry operate, supporting and characterizing these in 
terms of content.    

(Turquoise) Organizing companies 

(Red) Venues and spaces

(Orange) Service provision

(Blue) Entertainment and creatives

(Yellow) Manufacturers

This makes it clear that although the actors have a broad field of activity overall, they often have a clear focus, which formed the basis for classifying them 
in central areas of activity. In addition to this focus, however, the players take on very different roles in order to provide their holistic range of services in 
the event industry. At the same time, the areas within the event industry are closely interlinked. The diversity and complex interdependencies are key 
characteristics of the industry.  

As a result of a cluster analysis, this study identifies a total of 10 clusters that facilitate a differentiated view of the activities in the event industry 
(subsectors).  

These clearly delineated subsectors form the foundation for the development of a long-term, target-oriented definition of the event industry, which in 
particular enables differentiation from other sectors of the economy. 

At the same time, this provides a basis for estimating the performance of the event industry as a whole.

Players in the event industry
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Players and networking
Players in the event industry – Ten clusters in the event industry

The size of the clusters is based on their share of the total number of 
companies (sales/year >22,000 euros) in the event industry.  For example, 
service providers account for 60 percent of the total number of companies.

*) Service includes the areas of security, personnel, ticketing, logistics.
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Players and networking 

Event Organizers are characterized as players whose main field of activity is the planning and execution of events.  In the present study, this includes 
organizers of trade shows and exhibitions, conventions and meetings, music events (e.g. concerts, tours, festivals, clubs), cultural events (e.g. theater, 
opera, readings, etc.), private and social festivals or sports events.  In addition, there are organizers of markets (e.g. Christmas markets, funfairs).

The venues and spaces subsector includes players who primarily offer different venues and spaces (e.g. trade show and exhibition halls, event and 
convention centers, local event facilities, meeting and convention hotels, event venues, stadiums, open spaces, guest rooms and clubs) and in some cases 
simultaneously act as organizers as well.  

➔ Overlaps between event organizers and venues and spaces are fundamentally possible. However, each actor is assigned to exactly one cluster in the 
present study based on its activity focus.

The service provider subsector plays a special role in the event industry. In particular, the complexity of the sector becomes clear here and reveals the deep 
roots of the event industry in technical and service-oriented areas. Moreover, there is a broad (specialist) planning and creative expertise. The service 
provider subsector is therefore differentiated in greater depth.

Description of the foci of activity – 10 clusters of the event industry
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Players and networking 

Service providers as players in the event industry 

The agencies subsector often forms the creative starting point in the event industry. We include here primarily event agencies, agencies for live 
communication, graphic and communication agencies, trade show construction agencies, management consultancies and the area of designers/architects.  
In addition, there is the digitalization subsector (online/hybrid, platforms for visitor management, etc.).  

The subsector of trade show construction and event technology plays a key role in the implementation of events. This includes both the structural 
implementation in the area of trade show/stage/grandstand and bleacher construction as well as the technical planning and realization of events in the 
areas of lighting, sound, camera/video, AV media technology, stage technology, rigging as well as energy technology and special effects. At the same time, 
(technical) specialist planners (e.g. event and occupational safety, project and production management) as well as lessors of (technical) infrastructure and 
equipment can be found here.  

The artists’ agents and management subsector includes artist agents, organizers, booking, and artist and tour management. 

Catering is another area of service provision in the event industry.  This primarily includes event catering businesses as well as selected hotels and 
restaurants that focus on event catering.  This area also includes market stalls that are particularly active in the context of festivals and markets (e.g. food 
trucks). 

The service subsector includes companies which in turn act as service providers in the sector and provide important services (in some cases for other 
service providers). These include primarily providers of personnel services, security service providers for visitor and event security, as well as ticket service 
providers and logistics. However, other service areas, such as facility management or hygiene services, are also included in this subsector.

Description of the foci of activity – 10 clusters of the event industry
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Players and networking  

The entertainment subsector in the study includes musicians, singers, bands/DJs, actors, dancers, comedians, showmen and market traders, as well as 
moderators and speakers.  In other words, all those who perform on stages and at markets during events and provide content.  

Creative professionals likewise fall into the artistic-creative subsector. This cluster includes players who work in the field of event management, particularly 
through creative technical work, which includes the areas of film/sound (e.g., directors, filmmakers, sound contributors), creatives in the area of design, 
graphics, designers, sound/lighting design, web design), and journalistic and photographic press work.  

The manufacturers subsector consists of players who manufacture products for the event industry, particularly in the areas of technology (e.g. 
sound/lighting/camera/AV/stage technology) and infrastructure (e.g. furniture, equipment/tents/mobile infrastructure).

The graphic overview visualizes fundamental interdependencies                                                                
and outlines the "ecosystem" of the event industry.    

The results of the study help to assess the relevance of individual value creation 
partners and their significance in the value creation network.  
The complexity and multidimensionality thus become visible.  

This provides a basis for rendering the functioning of the event industry tangible 
for the first time and for establishing its significance for the German economy as a whole.

Description of the foci of activity – 10 clusters of the event industry
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Players and networking 

The event industry includes all service areas involved in the planning, organization, realization and follow-up of events as self-employed 
persons, freelancers or employees.  This includes event organizers, venue operators, all event-related services, entertainment and 
creative professionals as well as manufacturers of products for the event industry.  

An event is defined as a business- or leisure-oriented function. 

Business-oriented events (B2B) include trade shows, exhibitions, conventions, conferences, meetings and events of political players, as 
well as brand (experience) events, product presentations, and employee and customer events. 

In contrast, leisure-oriented events (B2C) include concerts, festivals, music clubs, theater, opera, readings, comedy, sports events, 
private and social celebrations, as well as markets and funfairs.  

Definition of the event industry
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2) Facts and figures at a glance (key results)
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Facts and figures 
Mapping the event industry – hot spots 

The event industry is an extraordinarily important sector of the German 
economy. 

The chart shows regional concentrations of key players within two-digit 
zip code areas.  The foci of activity are color-coded in each case.

(Turquoise) Organizing companies 

(Red) Venues and spaces

(Orange) Service providers

(Blue) Entertainment and creatives

(Yellow) Manufacturers

The size of the dots indicates the regional concentration for the service 
provider subsector (orange). For the other subsectors, the number of 
dots represents the number of players corresponding to the regional 
weighting.
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Facts and figures 
Mapping the event industry – the total number of companies

The map shows the number of companies in the event industry by 
federal state.   

In Germany, almost 115,000 companies work as core players in the 
event industry (sales/year > 22,000 euros ). The main field of activity of these 
companies is in the area of business-oriented events (e.g. trade shows, 
exhibitions, conferences, meetings) as well as in the area of leisure 
events with a focus on music and cultural events but also private or 
social events.

The number of companies reflects the visualized aggregations. Berlin, 
Hamburg, North Rhine-Westphalia as well as Munich, Frankfurt, 
Stuttgart and Leipzig represent important centers of the event industry. 

Solo self-employed persons account for about 43 percent of these 
companies. 

In addition, there are 128,000 micro-enterprises that generate sales of 
less than 22,000 euros per year. Thus, in total we are talking about 
243,000 companies that are active in the event industry in Germany and 
generate roughly 81 billion euros in sales.
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Facts and figures 
Mapping the event industry – companies > 10 million

Bremen

Hamburg

Saarland

Berlin

> 50m euros

10-50m euros

The map shows concentrations* of companies with more than € 10 
million in sales per year.   

It reveals that large companies in particular are located in hot spots of 
the event industry.  

Berlin, Hamburg, North Rhine-Westphalia, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, and 
Munich are thus important centers of the event industry.

*) We are referring to clusters of companies with more than 
€ 10 million in sales per year. This does not rule out the 
possibility that there are individual companies in a region that 
achieve these sales figures. 

The size of the rings indicates the number of 
companies in the respective sales class. 

Companies > € 22,000 
in sales/year
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Facts and figures 
Total sales – sales volume classes 

The map shows the sales volume of the companies 
in the event industry by sales volume class.  

According to the study, almost half of the 
companies generated sales of between 22,000 -
100,000 euros per year in 2019.  

Just under a quarter achieved sales of up to 
500,000 euros, and one in six generated up to 2 
million euros.  

Around 10 percent achieved sales of up to 10 
million euros. Only 3.1 percent achieved sales of 
more than 10 million euros.

48,1%

22,9%

15,4%

10,5%

2,4% 0,7%

22-100k 100-500k 500k-2mio 2mio-10mio 10mio-50mio >50mio
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Facts and figures 

The key figures show sales of 80.7 billion euros for the event industry in 2019.  Of this, the largest share of 27.7 billion euros was accounted for by the trade 
show stand construction and technology subsector. Organizers account for the second-largest share of sales at just under 14 billion. 

The gross value added of the event industry amounted to 43.6 billion euros. The gross value added* indicates the added value created in the event industry 
in the process of service provision.  

The event industry recorded a total of employed persons of 1.130 million for 2019. Of these, core employees accounted for about half (565,190).  These 
included full-time and part-time employees subject to social insurance contributions as well as self-employed persons and freelancers (≙ number of 
companies). In addition, there is the category of marginally employed persons (564,877), consisting of marginally employed entities (≙ number of micro-
enterprises with sales/per year <22,000 euros) and marginally employed workers.  

By its very nature, the event industry is largely dominated by service provider companies.  The number of marginally employed persons is particularly high, 
for example, in the catering and service provider subsectors (e.g. personnel and security services) - sectors that often rely on seasonal and temporary jobs.  

In addition, around 28,000 people were in trainee positions in the event industry.

Key figures for the event industry

*) Gross value added is based on data from the National Accounts, Federal 
Statistical Office, 2021.  Analogous to the sales volume classes, economic 
sectors relevant to the event industry were taken into account.
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Facts and figures 
Key figures for the event industry
Key figures for the event industry in 2019 – economic statistics

Total Organizing 

companies

Venues and 

spaces

Agencies Trade show 

construction 

& event 

technology

Artists’ 

agents/

Management

Catering Service Entertain-

ment

Creatives Manufac-

turers

Companies/Self-employed

Total companies 243,128 35,969 15,753 24,784 77,147 5,528 16,581 10,400 40,166 16,061 739

of these:

Self-employed ≙No. 

companies 
(owners/freelancers)

114,906 15,824 10,296 12,594 37,490 2,523 10,203 6,087 12,650 6,704 535

Microenterprises 
(< € 17,500)

128,222 20,145 5,457
12,190 39,657 

3,005 6,378 4,313 27,516 9,357 204

Sales and gross value creation

Total sales     (in 

thousands)
80,708,043 14,064,266 6,829,372 8,840,871 27,972,701 909,389 5,925,237 6,004,492 4,596,234 2,213,634 3,351,848

of which sales (in 

thousands) of

microenterprises
975,717 133,404 60,027 35,453 286,623 25,535 62,823 35,307 259,509 75,816 1,221

Total gross value 

added (in thousands)
43,623,781 8,342,922 3,787,570 4,604,325 15,435,336 460,151 2,867,815 3,013,054 2,763,715 1,202,224 1,146,667
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Facts and figures 
Key figures for the event industry
Key figures for the event industry in 2019 – employed persons 

Total Organizing 

companies

Venues and 

spaces

Agencies Trade show 

construction 

& event 

technology

Artists’ 

agents/

Management

Catering Service Entertain-

ment

Creatives Manufac-

turers

Employed persons 

total
1,130,067 188,785 201,902 70,669 237,741 7,296 114,110 218,603 53,206 19,715 18,040

Core employed persons       565,190

Self-employed ≙ No. 

companies 
(owners/freelancers)

114,906 15,824 10,296 12,594 37,490 2,523 10,203 6,087 12,650 6,704 535

of which solo self-

employed
42.8% 20.3% 0.8% 37.6% 55.1% 62.2% 27.0% 29.6% 70.4% 80.2% 19.4%

Employed 

persons

subject to 

social 

insurance 

contribu-

tions

Full-time 330,297 36,957 62,508 27,827 103,856 1,256 37,304 36,823 5,681 2,455 15,630 

Part-time 119,987 22,645 23,964 6,723 24,595 198 13,816 22,916 3,260 549 1,321 

Trainees 28,005 4,315 5,657 2,377 11,869 164 1,824 894 371 208 325 

Marginally employed persons   564,877

Microenterprise owners 
(< € 22,000)

128,222 20,145 5,457 12,190 39,657 3,005 6,378 4,313 27,516 9,357 204

Marginally employed 

entities
436,655 93,214 99,677 11,335 32,144 314 46,409 148,463 4,098 650 351 
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(3) Mapping the Event Industry (Results by 
subsector) 
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Mapping the event industry 

It is clear that the various clusters of event management are economically very significant for the respective state in which the company is located.  For a 
great many companies, their own federal state is the most important location. Regional focal points and hot spots are evident, but so is the economic 
interdependence among the German federal states. 

The organizing companies focus heavily on their respective state and/or neighboring states; only every fifth organizing company operates nationwide.  In
terms of international activities, one in four organizing company is active throughout Europe and only one in ten operates on a global basis.  

As expected, the venue operators are active mainly in their own state. Only a small proportion also operate venues in other German states or abroad. 

In line with their activity profile, the service providers have a much broader regional field of activity overall.  Even if the focus of activity for many service 
providers is in their own federal state, they often operate in adjacent states as well. Just under 40 percent have no clear focus within Germany and are 
active throughout the country. One in two service providers is also active throughout Europe, and one in three operates worldwide. The data reveals that 
service providers from the event hot spots are particularly mobile. 

The entertainment and creative cluster likewise has a very broad field of activity. Thirty-five percent are active throughout Germany in addition to their 
own and predominantly neighboring states. Another 40 percent are active throughout Europe and just under 30 percent worldwide.  

More than 70 percent of the manufacturers of products focusing on the event industry are active throughout Germany. Business relationships are also 
strong internationally.  More than half of the players are active in Europe and/or worldwide.

Significance of the event industry in the German federal states
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Mapping the event industry 

The overview shows the number of organizing companies per state 
identified during the study (n=15.824).

The vast majority of organizing companies operate within their 
respective states, with spillover effects particularly in neighboring states.

Roughly one in five organizing companies operates nationwide, whereby 
organizing companies from “hot spot” regions (e.g. Berlin, Hamburg) are 
more frequently active throughout Germany (up to 54%).

About one in four organizing companies (27.8%) operates throughout 
Europe. Ten percent operate worldwide.

Mapping the event industry – organizing companies 
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in sales/year
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Mapping the event industry 

The overview shows the number of venue operators per federal state 
identified in the study (n=10,296).  

Even more than in the case of event organizers, the company's own 
state is particularly relevant for its activities. Spillover effects become 
relevant only if a company operates venues in other states. 

Only a small proportion of venue operators are active throughout 
Germany. The proportion of companies operating throughout Europe 
(10%) and worldwide (4%) is lower than for event organizers.  

Mapping the event industry – venues and spaces 
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Mapping the event industry 

Here, too, it is evident that service providers (n=68,897) in Germany 
often focus on their own state.  Stronger spillover effects are found 
mostly in neighboring states or in event hot spots (e.g. Hamburg, North 
Rhine-Westphalia, Berlin or Bavaria). 

Overall, however, just under 40 percent of service providers operate 
throughout Germany.  Moreover, one in two is also active throughout 
Europe, and just under a third worldwide.  This is more often the case 
for service providers from hot spot regions.

Mapping the event industry – service providers 

7,110

11,155

6,711
Berlin2,239

466
Bremen

2,383
Hamburg

5,876

1,350

5,381

2,556

601

3,670

1,110

2,047

1,643

14,600

Total: 
68,897 companies 

Companies > € 22,000 
in sales/year
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Mapping the event industry 

The overview shows the number of entertainment and creative 
professionals identified per state in the study (n=19,354).  

In this cluster, the focus of activity is also initially on the company's own 
state. Overall, however, the field of activity is more extensive, similar to 
that of the service providers.  

Here as well, there are many supra-regional activities - about 35 percent 
are active throughout Germany. In addition, 40 percent operate 
throughout Europe and almost one in three is active worldwide.

Mapping the event industry – entertainment and creatives 

1,997

3,134

1,885
Berlin

629

131
Bremen

669
Hamburg

1,651

379

1,512

4,101

718

169

1,031

312

575

462

Total: 
19,354
companies 

Companies > € 22,000 
in sales/year
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Mapping the event industry 

The overview shows the number of manufacturers identified in the 
study, i.e., companies that manufacture products for the event industry, 
particularly in the areas of technology and infrastructure, per German 
state (n=535).  

A high proportion of manufacturers are active throughout Germany (72 
percent). Thus, their activity focuses largely on companies in the event 
industry. Here, too, there are concentrations in event hotspots.  

More than half of the players are also active in Europe and worldwide.

Mapping the event industry – manufacturers 

55

87

52
Berlin

17

4
Bremen

19
Hamburg

46

10

42

113

20

5

29

9

16
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Total: 
535 companies 

Companies > € 22,000 
in sales/year
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(4) Event subsectors and activity profiles
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Event subsectors of the players

The players included in the study work in different event areas.  In particular, the broad spectrum in which the players are active is also evident here.  

Around 40 percent work for both business- and leisure-oriented events. This is particularly evident in the venues cluster and in the trade show construction 
and technology cluster. Accordingly, both subsectors operate largely as generalists.     

Business-oriented events include on the one hand trade shows and exhibitions, conventions, meetings, etc., and are thus classified as business 
events.  On the other hand, marketing events are included as well, i.e., the players produce brand events, product presentations and employee 
events.    

Leisure-oriented events include cultural (e.g., theater, opera, readings, etc.) and music events (concerts, tours, festivals, music clubs), sports events, 
private and social celebrations, and markets and funfairs. 

More than a third of respondents said they work exclusively for recreational events. This is particularly pronounced in the subsectors of event organizers, 
entertainment, and artists' agents/management. For example, the study shows that organizers of concerts, tours and festivals as well as artists' 
agents/management naturally work in these leisure-oriented areas. The same applies to artists (musicians, singers, actors or bands/DJs). 

In contrast, agencies in particular often work exclusively in the field of business-oriented events. Trade shows, exhibitions and brand experience events are 
important fields of activity in which a large proportion of revenues are generated. 

Event areas – General overview 
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Event subsectors of the players
Event areas – General overview

Approximately 40 percent of the players 
in the event industry are active in both 
business- and leisure-oriented events, 
and can thus be considered "generalists" 
in the event industry. Roughly half of 
their sales are generated in the business
and half in the leisure sector. 

A good third of the players are active exclusively in 
the field of leisure-oriented events, generating 100 
percent of their sales in this area.  

Every fifth player works exclusively for business-
oriented events. They generate just under 60 
percent of their revenue from business events, 
while 40 percent is generated by marketing events.  

A small proportion of the companies surveyed are 
not active in events themselves. This applies to 
manufacturers, for example. 

Percentage of the event subsectors Share of sales in percent in the 
event subsectors

2,3%

21,5%

35,9%

40,3%

Not directly involved
in events

Business-oriented
events

Leisure-oriented
events

Business- and leisure-
oriented events

27,9% 22,8% 49,3%

100,0%

59,9% 40,1%

Business E. Marketing E. Leisure E.

Business-oriented events

Leisure-oriented 
events
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Leisure-orientedBusiness-oriented

Event subsectors of the players
Event subsectors – General overview

The overview shows types of events associated 
with business- or leisure-oriented events. 

For example, players active in the field of business 
events work in particular for trade 
shows/exhibitions (76.5%) as well as for 
conventions and conferences (81.5%). 

Marketing events, on the other hand, are 
dominated by product presentations/roadshows, 
brand events (81.2%) and employee events 
(77.3%). 

In the leisure events segment, music (e.g. concerts, 
festivals, tours, music clubs) dominates with 
87.4%, followed by cultural events (e.g. theater, 
opera, readings and the like) with 61.4%.

24,9%

57,4%

81,5%

76,5%

Events of pol. players

Meetings/Workshops

Conventions/Conferences

Trade shows/Exhibitions

77,3%

81,2%

65,1%

Employee events

Product presentations/
Roadshow/Brand events

Brand experience events

22,2%
47,3%

35,3%
27,4%

61,4%
87,4%

Märkte/Schausteller

Gesell. Veranstalt.

Private Feste

Sport

Kultur

Musik

Business events 
(multiple responses)

Marketing events 
(multiple responses)

Leisure events 
(multiple responses)
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Activity profiles of the players

The following charts provide a detailed look at the main activities of the clusters identified in the study. They are to be understood as an illustration of the 
activity profiles of the clusters and show a very clear activity focus in relation to the players.  

For the 10 identified clusters of the event industry, this confirms above all the clear demarcation in the fields of activity.  At the same time, however, the 
broad range of activities is also apparent, which clearly shows the industry's interdependencies. The range of activities is clearly shown by the areas in 
which the players generate sales in addition to their focus of activity.  

In addition to the activity focus (primary sales area), up to five other important sales areas of great significance to the players in the cluster are indicated in 
the charts. These vary individually, in some cases considerably.  As a result, the individual shares of sales in other fields of activity may be relatively high 
(e.g., 20 %), but appear low when viewed across all players in this cluster. For this reason, the sales shares for these areas are not shown in relation to the 
cluster as a whole. Instead, the individual sales shares of those who actually work in this field of activity are given (frequency distribution in the bar chart).    

In addition, the charts show the overall contribution of the cluster to industry sales in the event industry.

Foci of activity and interdependencies in other areas of activity 
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75,0%

25,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Organizers – Primary sales areas*

The organizing companies' broad field of activity is 
reflected in the areas in which the players 
generate sales.    

On average, around 90 percent of sales are 
generated as organizing companies. Over 70 
percent of organizing companies generate more 
than 80 percent of their revenues in this field.  

The overview shows five other primary sales areas 
for organizing companies.    

According to this, event organizers often also 
generate sales in the areas of venues, artists' 
agents and management, and services (e.g. 
personnel and security services). Activities in the 
agency and creatives subsectors are often equally 
relevant. However, these shares of sales usually 
remain below 20 percent.  

VenuesService

Agencies

91,9
%

8,1%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%Artists’ 
agents/Man

age-ment

Organizing 
companies
(14.1 billion)

86,7%

8,1%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

93,8%

6,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Creatives

60,0
% 40,0

%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80% Organizing 
companies

(89.9%)

3,7%

25,1
%

71,2
%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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87,5%

12,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Venues and spaces – Primary sales areas*

Venue operators generate three quarters of their 
sales from their venues and spaces (74.6%).  More 
than half of them generate over 80 percent of 
their sales in this area. 

However, in the venue subsector it is also clear 
that there is substantial overlap between venue 
operators and event organizers. This is reflected in 
the fact that 16.4 percent of sales are generated as 
organizing companies. One in six venue operators 
even generates up to 80 percent of its sales in this 
area.      

Moreover, there are interlinkages with other areas 
of activity.  For example, catering, 
technology/equipment leasing, personnel/security 
services and specialist planning (e.g. event 
planning) play important roles for individual venue 
operators.

Venues and 
spaces
(74.6%)

Organizing 
companies

(16.4%)
Service

Leasing**

28,3%
16,8%

51,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

39,3% 44,9%
15,7%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%
Catering

Venues and 
spaces

(6.8 billion).

96,6%

3,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

78,9%

21,1%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Specialist 
Planning**

96,2%

3,8%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Specialist planning as well as leasing are subsegments of the trade show 
construction and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider 
subsector.

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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66,7%

33,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Profile: Service providers – Agencies – Primary sales areas*

As expected, agencies generate nearly three-
quarters of their sales (73%) from essential agency 
work.  

However, agencies have also opened up other 
sales channels. The most significant areas of 
activity with regard to sales are specialist planning, 
artists' agents/management and independent 
activities as event organizers. 

But agencies also provide technical services as well 
as other services. This must be viewed primarily in 
the context of the increasing full-service offerings 
of agencies.  

Almost half of the agencies stated event agency 
(43.1%) as their core focus of activity. One quarter 
are agencies for live communication, and just 
under 10 percent are management consultancies.

Agencies  
(73.0%)

Artists’ 
agents/Mana

gement

Service

Event 
tech-

nology**

2,5%
23,5%

36,1% 37,8%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

67,7%

29,0%
3,2%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Organizing 
companies 

Agencies
(8.8 billion).

90,5%

9,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

61,3%

38,7%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Specialist 
Planning**

61,9% 38,1
%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Specialist planning and technology are subsegments of the trade show 
construction and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider 
subsector.

Activity profiles of the players

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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76,2%

23,4%

0,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Service providers – Trade show construction and technology – Primary sales areas*

The trade show construction and technology 
cluster includes several technically oriented sales 
areas. 

In the trade show construction and technology 
subsector, the technology subsegment represents 
the primary sales area with 47.9%.  Moreover, 
(technical) specialist planning (17.9%),  
infrastructure and equipment leasing (15.1%) as 
well as trade show, stage and grandstand/bleacher 
construction (8.7%) are also important sales areas. 

To a lesser extent, companies in this service 
subsector also provide agency services as well as 
services from creative professionals.  

Since the trade show construction and technology 
cluster is very diverse, the following overview 
differentiates important fields of activity in greater 
detail.

Event tech-
nology**
(47.9%)

Infrastructure
/equipment 

lessors**
(15.1%)

Agencies

Specialist 
Planning**

(17.9%)

15,1%
29,9% 25,6% 29,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

38,1% 36,4%
15,9% 9,6%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Trade 
show/Stage/
Grandstand 

construction** 
(8.7%)

Trade show 
construction 

and event 
technology

(28.0 billion) 48,6%
30,0%

9,6% 11,8%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

49,7%

22,8%
13,1% 14,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Creatives

74,2%

25,8%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Technology, specialist planning, lessors and trade show stand, stage and 
grandstand/bleacher construction are subsegments of the trade show 
construction and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider 
subsector.

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, So 
we have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas outside of subsegments 
of the trade show construction and technology cluster.
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Activity profiles of the players

47,3%

37,0%

10,3%

5,4%
Stage/Grandstand construction
Trade show construction
Decorative construction
Other

45,9%

16,4%

13,9%

12,5%

3,9%

2,9%
9,9%

Technology

Event/Project mgmt.

Production management

Event master

Event/Occupational safety

Trade show agency

Other

43,8%

27,4%

7,9%

5,0%

3,3%

3,0%
9,6%

Sound technology

Lighting technology

Media technology

Rigging

Stage technology

Camera/Video

Other

Specialist Planners

Event technology 

78,0%

6,6%
3,9%

2,0%
2,0%

7,5% Technology (light, sound, AV)

Stage/Stage technology

Furniture

Equipment/Deco

Tent rental/Mob. Infrastr.

Other

Infrastructure and equipment leasing

Trade show/Stage/Grandstand construction

Profile: Service providers – Trade show construction and technology – Foci of activity of the players

The fields of activity in the event technology 
subsector are very diverse.  Although the 
respondents often work in several areas, we 
asked the actors to indicate their main area of 
activity.   

Thus, the majority of actors in the field of event 
technology work in sound technology (43.8%) 
and lighting technology (27.4%).  

Specialist planners are particularly active in 
technical planning.   Other important fields 
include event, project and production 
management. 

Infrastructure/equipment lessors frequently 
focus on lighting, sound and AV.  

Almost half of the players in the trade show 
stand, stage and grandstand/bleacher 
construction segment work in stage and 
grandstand construction and a good third in 
trade show stand construction.
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66,7%

33,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Service providers – Artists’ agents and management – Primary sales areas*

The majority (90.8%) of the players active in the 
field of artists' agents and management specialize 
in this activity and generate their sales in this area.  

However, some of the players also function as 
organizing companies. Sixty percent of the artists' 
agents who work directly as organizing companies 
generate up to 50 percent of their total sales in 
this segment.  

To a lesser extent, agents also work as specialist 
planners. This applies primarily to the areas of 
event and project management. 

Agents/
Management

(90.8%)

Organizing 
companies

6,0%
20,0%

74,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

40,0%
60,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Agents and 
management

(0.9 billion).

Specialist 
Planning**

**) Specialist planning is a subsegment of the trade show construction and  event 
technology cluster and is part of the service provider subsector.

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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50,0% 50,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Service providers – Catering – Primary sales areas*

In the catering subsector, the companies generate 
82.3% of their sales in this core business. More 
than half generate over 80% of their sales in this 
area.  

However, caterers are also particularly active in 
the areas of infrastructure and equipment leasing 
and in the service sector. This is not surprising, 
since the rental of equipment (e.g., tableware) and 
the provision of service personnel are important 
subsegments of catering.  

In addition, lower shares of sales are generated in 
value creation processes as event organizers, 
specialist planners or venue operators.

Catering
(82.3%)

Venue

Organizing 
companies

88,9%

11,1%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Catering
(5.9 billion).

100,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

70,0%

30,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Specialist 
Planning**

100,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Specialist planning and leasing are subsegments of the trade show construction 
and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider subsector.

16,3%
26,5%

57,2%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Service

Infrastructure
/equipment 

lessors**

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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71,4%

28,6%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Service providers – Service – Primary sales areas*

Service companies work in a focused manner and 
generate almost 90% of their sales in this area.  
Over 70 percent generate more than 80 percent of 
their sales here. 

They engage in other areas of activity such as 
those of artists' agents and management or 
provide planning, technical and agency services.  
This, too, should be viewed in the context of a full-
service offering. 

Service
(89.7%)

Artists’ 
agents/Mana

gement

Specialist 
Planning**

Event 
tech-

nology**

1,7%

28,0%

70,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

80,0%

20,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%
Agencies

Service
(6.0 billion)

84,6%

15,4%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

75,0%

25,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Specialist planning and technology are subsegments of the trade show 
construction and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider 
subsector.

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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81,0
%

19,0
%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Sales generation in the entertainment subsector is 
largely concentrated on this core business (86.7%).  
Two thirds of the players generate more than 80 
percent of their sales here.    

Moreover, a large proportion of companies, 
freelancers and self-employed individuals in this 
sector also operate as event organizers. Almost 
half of them generate up to 50 percent of their 
sales in this area.  

However, the players also generate further sales 
from creative, technical or agency services as well 
as from acting as artists' agents and management. 

More than a third of the players in the 
entertainment sector stated that their main 
activity was working as a musician (36.2%), 
band/DJ (21.1%) and one in ten as singers or 
market traders/showmen.

Entertain-
ment

(86.7%)

Organizing 
companies

Event 
technology**

Artists’ 
agents/Man

agement

10,9%
21,0%

67,6%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

52,5% 47,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%
Creatives

Entertainment
(4.6 billion).

90,5%

9,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

69,8%

27,9%

2,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Agencies

83,3%

16,7
%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Technology is a subsegment of the trade show construction and event 
technology cluster and is part of the service provider subsector.

Profile: Entertainment and creatives – Entertainment – Primary sales areas*

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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52,2% 43,5%

4,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

82,4%

17,6%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Entertainment and creatives – Creatives – Primary sales areas*

Creatives generate 83.8 percent of their sales in 
this area. Nearly two-thirds of them generate 
more than 80 percent with creative services (e.g. 
lighting/sound design, design, design work).    

Individually, the technology area represents an 
additionally important share of sales, highlighting 
the technical-creative services for this cluster in 
particular. For example, lighting/sound designers 
work in this subsegment.  Some of the players are 
active as artists/entertainers themselves (e.g. DJs).  

This area also includes specialist planning services.  
Production management and technical 
planning/implementation, which are provided as 
services, are particularly relevant.  

Likewise, creative services from event agencies, 
graphics/communication agencies or designers can 
also be provided here.

Creatives
(83.8%)

Event 
tech-

nology**
Agencies

Enter-
tainment

14,5% 23,3%

62,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

65,7%

34,3%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%Specialist 
Planners** 

Creatives
(2.2 billion).

63,3%

36,7%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Agents/
Managem

ent

87,5%

12,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Technology and specialist planning are subsegments of the trade show 
construction and technology cluster and are part of the service provider 
subsector.

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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75,0%

25,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

75,0%

25,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Activity profiles of the players
Profile: Manufacturers – Primary sales areas* (small number of cases)

Manufacturers of products for the event industry 
generate nearly 85 percent of their sales in this 
field of activity. 

However, there are numerous interconnections 
with other areas of activity in the event industry. 
This applies to fields such as leasing (of 
technology), the provision of specialist planning 
services and agency services. 

Trade show and stage construction as well as on-
site technical implementation also account for 
smaller shares of sales.  

Manufacturers
(84.6%)

Infrastructure/
equipment 
lessors**

Agencies

19,6% 10,9%

69,6%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

50,0% 50,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%Specialist 
Planners** 

Manufacturers
(3.4 billion).

75,0%

12,5% 12,5%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

Event 
technology** 

100,0%

< 20 % < 50 % < 80 % > 80%

**) Leasing companies, specialist planning, trade show/stage/grandstand/bleacher 
construction and technology are subsegments of the trade show construction 
and event technology cluster and are part of the service provider subsector.

Trade show/
Stage/

Grandstand 
construction**

*) Please note that the activity profiles vary greatly from one individual to another, so we 
have not provided sales shares for individual sales areas.
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(5) Working in the value creation network (general 
overview)
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Work in the value creation network

The aim of the study is to identify important value creation partners of the players in the event industry and to depict them in a structured manner. This 
process revealed that the interrelationships within the industry are very diverse. The study initially focuses on the immediate core area of the event 
industry. Starting with organizing companies and venue operators as well as companies and private individuals, who often act as organizers or clients at the 
beginning of event planning, service providers work directly with these clients in the realization and implementation of events. They act as technical, 
creative or service-oriented players.  

For the analysis of important value creation partners, the respondents initially indicated the clients and contractors that were most important to them.  
This information shows in particular the multi-layered networking within the industry.    

The following charts show the results individually for the five central areas of activity in the event industry (organizing companies, venue operators,                                                                                                      
service providers, entertainment/creative professionals, and manufacturers).  Based on this,                                 
an initially simplified network was created.  However, it shows particularly relevant                                        
interrelationships for the central areas of activity.  The adjacent diagram                                                  
essentially visualizes the interconnections of the entire industry, but                                                      
does not evaluate the relationships for the sake of clarity.    

In contrast, the following individual illustrations for the five main clusters also show                                     
the significance of the relationships.  The frequency with which up to five                                                  
of a player's most important customers or contractors are named is shown.

Value creation partners of the players at a glance
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Venues 
and spaces

Work in the value creation network
Important value creation partners – organizers

The key contractors of event organizers are found 
primarily in the entertainment subsector.  
According to 57.3% of the organizing companies 
surveyed, artists - especially musicians, singers, 
bands/DJs, actors or market traders and showmen 
- are important partners. On the other hand, these 
actors are also important clients for event 
organizers (44.1%).  

Other partners (in a reciprocal relationship) are 
found in artists' agents and management, venues 
and spaces, and agencies.  

Further important contractors for organizing 
companies are the sub-sectors of event technology 
(40.6%), service (especially ticket service and 
security services with 21.7% each), leasing 
companies (22.4%) and catering (18.9%).  

Manufacturers are also important direct customers 
of organizing companies, with 23.8% indicating 
this connection as relevant. 

Manu-
facturers

Catering

Event 
technology 

Artists’ 
agents/

Manage-
ment

Service

Security
(21.7%)

Ticketing
(21.7%)

Infrastructure
/equipment 

lessors

Companies 
(outside of the event 

industry) 

Private individuals
(outside of the event 

industry)

Entertain-
ment

Creatives

Agencies 

18.9%

Organizing 
companies

Trade 
show/Stage/
Grandstand 
& bleacher 

construction

2
0

.0
%

2
0

.3
%
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Work in the value creation network
Important value creation partners – venues and spaces

More than three quarters of the venue operators 
named event organizers as key clients.  Over a 
third also named agencies as important clients.  

In addition, catering (55.5%), even technology 
(46.0%), artists' agents and management (30.7%), 
as well as infrastructure and equipment leasing 
(27.0%) are considered important contractors in 
the value creation network. 

Likewise, service providers, in particular for 
personnel (25.5%) and security services (35.8%), 
are by nature key contractors for venue operators.  

The same applies to the entertainment subsector –
almost a third name artists as important 
contractors.    

Companies and private individuals make a 
significant direct contribution to sales as well.

Catering

Event 
technology 

Artists’ 
agents/

Manage-
ment

Service

Security 
(35.8%)

Personnel 
(25.5%)

Infrastructure
/equipment 

lessorsCompanies 
(outside of the event 

industry) 

Private individuals
(outside of the event 

industry)

Entertain-
ment

Organizing 
companies

Venues 
and spaces

7
8

.1
%

Manu-
facturersAgencies 
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Work in the value creation network
Important value creation partners – service providers

The overview shows important interrelationships 
in the service provider subsector.    

For two-thirds of the service providers, companies 
are key partners, both as direct clients and as 
organizers. The same applies to agencies. More 
than a third of the service providers named 
agencies as important clients.  

In addition, the areas of event technology 
(reciprocally important relationship), lessors of 
infrastructure and equipment, and specialist 
planners (reciprocally) are relevant.  

The entertainment cluster also shows important 
links with the service provider subsector. More 
than a quarter of the service providers named 
artists directly as relevant clients (27.4%).

Specialist 
Planners

Service 
provision

Infrastructure/
equipment 

lessors

Companies 
(outside of the event 

industry) 

Entertain
-ment

39.3%

Agencies 
Venues 

and spaces

Organizing 
companies

Manu
-

factur
ers

Event 
Technology 

32.9%

Private individuals
(outside of the event 

industry)
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Work in the value creation network
Important value creation partners – entertainment and creatives

Looking at the entertainment subsector, one can 
see that more than two thirds of these 
professionals consider organizing companies 
important clients. The same applies to companies 
(49.1%), private individuals (42.9%), agencies 
(32.4%), and artists' agents and management 
(31.0%).  

Important contractors, on the other hand, include 
event technology (21.6%), creatives (16.5%), 
manufacturers (17.4%), and agencies, as well as 
artists' agents and management.

Companies 
(outside of the event 

industry) 

Entertain-
ment

Agencies 

Venues 
and spaces

Organizing 
companies

69.3%

Manu
-

factur
ers

Event 
technology 

Private individuals
(outside of the event 

industry)

Artists’ 
agents/

Manage-
ment

Creatives
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Work in the value creation network
Important value creation partners – manufacturers

For manufacturers, organizing companies (55.0%) 
and venue operators (30.0%) are equally 
important clients. Companies as direct organizers 
of business-oriented events (e.g. 
employee/customer events) also play a very 
important role.  

Reciprocal relationships with the event technology 
sector and the trade show, stage and 
grandstand/blecher construction subsector are 
particularly relevant.    

Specialist planners (25.0%), infrastructure and 
equipment leasing companies (25.0%), and 
agencies (17.5%) form an important group in the 
value creation network as well.  

The entertainment sector (20.0%) is also 
interesting for manufacturers as direct clients.

Companies 
(outside of the event 

industry) 

Agencies 

Venues 
and spaces

Organizing 
companies

Manu-
facturers

Event 
technology 

Specialist 
Planners
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construction
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lessors

25.0%

Enter-
tainment
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(6) The current situation and perspectives 
(General overview)
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The current situation and perspectives

It should be noted at the outset that the primary aim of this study, entitled "Veranstaltungslandkarte Deutschland" (Mapping the Event Industry in 
Germany), was not to examine how the event industry is affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and what its prospects are.  

Nevertheless, several questions were asked in this regard, which provide some interesting insights due to the representativeness of the study for the event 
industry. 

The average loss of sales in the 2020 pandemic year was 76.6% in the events industry. While only 2% of companies perceived no change, 17.8% of event 
industry respondents experienced a near-total loss of revenue due to the pandemic. 

Moreover, 61.6% of the companies surveyed had no opportunities in 2020 to compensate for the resulting loss of revenue through other activities. By 
contrast, 32.5% of the companies were often very creative in their search for new areas of business.  However, these efforts frequently only compensated 
for less than a third of the losses. For example, artists and creatives switched to education or other formats, some of which were digital (e.g., online 
teaching). For creatives in particular, there were numerous opportunities in film/TV, photography, graphic design or in developing digital formats.  Service 
providers and service companies took on other activities in construction, logistics or care. Agencies very often developed new offerings in digital and hybrid 
formats. Other communication tools such as advertising and consulting and coaching services were also important areas of activity. Organizing companies 
and venue operators, on the other hand, were able to generate sales in part by setting up training and examination rooms or testing and vaccination 
centers.  

The mood in the industry as a whole is cautiously optimistic: 72.7% of the companies do not expect their own area of activity to return to the level prior to 
the COVID-19 pandemic before 2023. However, 12.4% of the companies currently see no opportunities for their own area of activity. Accordingly, they tend 
not to believe that the industry will be able to recover fully.  

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the event industry
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The current situation and perspectives
Current situation – General overview 

9,9%

35,3%

35,1%

17,8%

2,0%

To -50% To -80% To -99%

To -100% No change.

How the Covid-19 pandemic affected 
sales

Compensation for sales 
losses

Industries/New business areas  

ø -76.6%

5,9%

32,5%

61,6%

No sales losses/Full compensation

I was able to partially compensate.

I was unable to compensate at all.
2,66

3,20

3,59

2,93

Digital formats are becoming increasingly important.

I can respond via new areas of business.

The event industry will recover well from the impact.

I am optimistic about the future.

Event organizers/venue operators were able to offset sales in particular by 
setting up testing/vaccination centers as well as training and examination 
facilities. 

For service providers, activities in the security/personnel and service provider 
subsectors were relevant (e.g. agriculture, care and maintenance, building 
cleaning, construction/construction trade/construction workers, store 
fittings, repair work, small jobs, logistics, facility management, house/garden 
services).  

Consulting, advertising, marketing/advertising services, coaching, 
digitalization/hybrid (technical support/digital consulting), IT services/web 
design, music production, and management consulting also played key roles 
for event agencies or event management.  

Artists and creatives found new fields of employment particularly in the 
training/education sector (e.g. music lessons, lecturing, online teaching).  
However, TV formats, digitalization, event design for digital events, 
streaming, film/TV, graphic design, photography, web design, design/layout, 
IT, media design, media consulting and music productions were important 
fields of activity.

ø 28.7%
Share of 

compensation for 
losses 

Optimism in the industry after Covid-19                                           
(1 – Do not agree at all - 5 – Agree entirely)
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The situation during the COVID-19 pandemic

At the time of the April/May 2021 survey, only a small proportion of respondents believed 
that their area of activity would recover in the coming year. The majority of players expect 
a return to pre-COVID-19 pandemic levels in 2023 or 2024.  

Creative professionals along with the entertainment, trade show construction and 
technology subsectors as well as event organizers and catering services are less confident 
overall about a general recovery.  

14,9%

37,3%23,0%

12,4%

12,4%

2022 2023
2024 2025
eher gar nicht

Recovery of their own area of activity to pre-
COVID-19 pandemic levels

2022 2023 2024 2025

21,4%
14,5%
15,1%

12,6%
9,8%
12,3%

9,4%
7,3%

13,2%
7,8%

21,4%
26,8%

21,6%
18,5%

14,6%
23,3%
24,5%
26,8%

23,1%
24,3%

42,9%
40,6%

38,2%
42,4%

51,2%
36,4%

32,4%
36,6%
36,3%
35,9%

2,4%
9,4%
10,6%

13,9%
14,6%
15,1%
17,3%
19,5%
19,8%

25,2%

Catering
Venues and spaces

Entertainment
Organizers

Artists’ agents/Management
Trade show construction and…

Creatives
Manufacturers

Service
Agencies

11,9%
8,7%

14,6%
12,6%

9,8%
12,9%

16,5%
9,8%

7,7%
6,8%

Likely not at all

By area of activity (clusters)

Prospects for the event industry 
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(7) Structures and sociodemographics
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Structures and sociodemographics
Overview of the structure and sociodemographics of the present study

The figures below provide an overview of the structure and sociodemographics of the present study. 

In terms of legal form, almost two-thirds of companies in the event industry operate as sole proprietorships. Other prominent legal forms include 
corporations and partnerships.  Approximately one third of the companies are entered in the commercial register. 

Five out of six players pursue their primary occupation in the event industry. Over 80 percent of those persons who hold a second job in the event industry 
are salaried employees (and half of these work outside the event industry). 

In the study, companies organized in associations are overrepresented compared to actual membership. This is due in particular to the fact that the 
invitation to participate in the survey was issued primarily via the participating industry associations, as well as through other communication channels. On 
average, the companies surveyed stated that they belonged to 1.4 industry associations.  

The study shows a high proportion of male players in the events industry (84 percent). The average age of the respondents was 44 years, and the vast 
majority have been working in the event industry for nearly 20 years, reflecting their deep roots in this industry. 
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13,8%

4,4%

40,4%

41,4%

Other

Self-employed

Salaried employee in…

Salaried employee

Structures and sociodemographics
Legal forms, structures and memberships – general overview 

3,2%

5,2%

1,5%

63,0%

27,1%

Other

Partnership

Association

Sole proprietorship

Corporation

16,3%

83,7%

Secondary
employment

Primary employment

Legal forms

Employment

36,3%

57,8%

5,9%

Yes No Don’t know

Commercial register

Primary activity with 
secondary employment

57,7%

42,3%

Yes No

Association member

17,4%

34,1%

48,5%

< 20 h

11-20 h

Up to 10 h

Working hours in secondary 
employment

(Multiple responses)

isdv 34.6%
VPLT 18.3%
EVVC 9.0%
DTHG 7.1%
FAMAB 6.7%
vdt 6.1%
DEHOGA 5.5%
BDKV 5.1%
VLLV 3.2%
LIVEKOMM 2,0%

APWPT, AUMA,                     
BAVBT, BVB,                        
bvvb, Deutscher 
Bühnenverein,                  
DTHG, FAMA,                     
IgPV, InThega,                    
VDVO 8,8%

Further entries:
(e.g. BSM, BuTiöR, VGSD)

36,8%
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Structures and sociodemographics
Business activity during the year and workdays per week 

Looking at the business activities of the players 
over the course of the year, it is evident that 
almost 80 percent are active throughout the year.    

Only a small percentage of respondents are 
actively involved in the events industry for 6 or 
fewer months of the year.  

In addition, two-thirds of players work 5 or more 
days a week. About a quarter have a 7-day week 
(27.5%).

About 10 percent of the players work exclusively 
on weekends.

4,3%

2,1%

4,4%

9,3%

79,9%

Up to 4 months

5-6 months

7-8 months

9-11 months

Year-round

Business activity during the year 

67,4%

17,4%

5,6%

9,6%

5-7 days

3-4 days

1-2 days

1-2 days (on weekends)

Workdays per week
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Structures and sociodemographics
Sociodemographics

Over 90 percent of the respondents were the 
owners of the companies themselves.

The average age of the respondents was about 44 
years. 

A look at the gender distribution reveals a 
preponderance of male players in the event 
industry (84.3%).  

This can be attributed primarily to a high 
proportion of technical service providers in the 
events industry. Here, the proportion of women is 
less than 10 percent. 

All other subsectors of the event industry have an 
average share of women of around 25%.

8,8%

91,2%

Salaried employee

Business owner

Responder

1,2%

32,1%

29,1%

27,9%

9,7%

Other

50-59 years

40-49 years

30-39 years

18-29 years

Age and gender of the business owners 

0,7%

84,3%

15,0%

Diverse

Male

Female

ø 44 years
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7,1%
5,6%

9,4%
12,8%

15,5%
16,0%

17,8%
15,8%

36 years or more

31-35 years

26-30 years

21-25 years

16-20 years

11-15 years

6-10 years

0-5 years

Structures and sociodemographics
Sociodemographics

The sample shows an excellent distribution with 
regard to the length of time the business owner 
has been in business. In addition to people who 
have been with the company for a very short time 
and "old hands", the majority of respondents have 
several to many years of experience in the 
industry.  

Likewise, there is a balanced result with regard to 
the duration of the business activity (How long has 
the company been active in the event industry?).  
In addition to newly founded companies, it was 
also possible to reach companies that have been in 
existence for many years.    

On average, business owners have been active in 
the industry for somewhat longer. This suggests 
that some players are initially gaining industry 
experience outside of self-employment.  

The information on the professional qualifications 
of the business owners shows the breadth of the 
qualification spectrum.

7,2%
8,2%

6,1%
6,8%

11,6%
12,8%

17,1%
30,2%

Other (e.g. secondary school diploma, art/music studies…

No professional qualification

Academy/Private institute/Continuing education

Qualification in a skilled trade

University/University of applied sciences degree…

Master qualification

University/University of applied sciences degree…

Apprenticeship/Vocational training

Business owner qualifications 

5,5%
7,5%

12,7%
17,2%
18,0%

16,7%
14,4%

8,0%

36 years or more

31-35 years

26-30 years

21-25 years

16-20 years

11-15 years

6-10 years

0-5 years

Length of tenure in the company                                                          
(of the business owner) 

Length of time in business 
(company)

ø 19.4 years ø 18.7 years
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(8) Appendix: Methodology and terminology
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The event industry in Germany 

Survey participants by sales volume class (based on sales tax statistics)

The overview shows the structure of the survey participants in comparison to the sales volume classes of the sales tax statistics (German Federal Statistical 
Office, 2020). In particular, economic sectors that are significant for the event industry were taken into account.

Overall, the sample shows a good distribution across the sales volume classes. However, medium-sized (from €500,000) and large companies (from €10 
million) are overrepresented in the sample overall. This picture is even more pronounced in individual subsectors, such as organizers and venue operators.  
Here, major trade show and event centers distort the picture in some cases. By contrast, the picture is reversed in the entertainment and creative sectors.  
Major artists and creative professionals are missing here. The sample achieved a good distribution for the service provider subsector, so that the distribution 
by sales volume class according to the sales tax statistics (German Federal Statistical Office 2020) was used for the extrapolation.     

With regard to the distribution across federal states as well, the sample achieves a good fit to available data from the sales tax statistics. For the creation of 
the maps, the data from the sales tax statistics were likewise used in order to avoid minor distortions for individual subsectors.

Representativeness of the study – appendix on methodology 

Structure of the survey participants

€ 22,000 - 100,000 € 100,000 – 500,000 € 500,000 - 2 million € 2-10 million € 10–50 million > € 50 million

Respondent sample 48.06% 22.91% 15.40% 10.47% 2.38% 0.78%

Sales tax statistics 49.88% 31.49 11.88% 4.72% 1.50% 0.54%
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The event industry in Germany 

Organizing companies/ Event organizers
Trade shows and exhibitions; conventions, conferences, meetings, workshops, seminars; Music (tours, concerts, festivals); culture (theater, opera, 
classical concerts, comedy, readings); celebrations (markets, private celebrations/social events); sports (tournaments, championships, sports events,  
public viewing)

Venues and spaces
Trade show/exhibition halls; event centers, convention halls (convention centers, multi-purpose halls, local event facilities; conference and 
convention hotels; event venues (industrial/factory halls, palaces/castles, museums, studios, universities); stadiums, sports halls, arenas; open spaces, 
open-air/festival grounds, parks; halls, guest rooms, clubs

Service providers
Agencies (live communication agency, graphics and communication agency, event agency, IT/web agency, trade show stand  

construction agency, management consultancy, design/architecture)
Trade show construction and technology 

Specialist planning (safety/work safety/event safety, technology, stage/grandstand/bleacher construction, event technician, 
event/project management, production management, logistics and process planning)

Event Technology (lighting technology, sound equipment, camera and video, A/V media technology, special effects, stage technology, rigging,
energy technology)

Infrastructure and                                                                                                       
equipment leasing (seating, furniture, technology (e.g. lighting, sound, A/V media), stage/stage technology, equipment and decoration, 

tent rental and mobile infrastructure)
Trade show/stage/                                                                                                            
grandstand construction (trade show, stage/grandstand/bleacher construction, decoration construction, carpentry)

Artists’ agents and management (artist agents, organizers, artist and tour management, booking) 
Catering (backstage/guest catering, mobile kitchens)
Services (security and personnel service providers, ticketing, logistics [warehousing, forwarding, event trucking, tour buses])

Definition of terms and classification of clusters in the event industry
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The event industry in Germany 

Entertainment and creatives
Entertainment

Artists (musicians, singers, bands/DJs, actors, dancers, comedy, showmen/market traders)
Moderators/Speakers

Creatives
Film/Sound (directors, filmmakers, audio contributors)
Creatives (designers, graphic designers, sound/lighting designers, web designers)
Press (journalists, photographers)

Manufacturers
Event technology (lighting technology, sound technology, camera and video, A/V media technology, special effects, 

stage technology, rigging, energy technology)
Infrastructure (furniture, stage/stage technology, equipment and decoration, tents and mobile infrastructure)

Definition of terms and classification of clusters in the event industry
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"ZÄHL DAZU (COUNT US IN) is the investment we are all making in the reboot.  A study from the event 
industry from each and for each of the very cogs that keep it going."           

Nicole Behr, IGVW board member

The study was funded via a crowdfunding campaign that involved the entire event industry and further underscores the tremendous cohesiveness of the 
industry.

Supporters in alphabetical order:

#Alarmstufe Rot; [werkPlan] Matthias Kreiner; 2. Heimat Tourservice GmbH, Kristof Beliczey; 4yourfuture GmbH; Achim Helmrich; Adam Hall Group; Agencia21 Veranstaltung Agentur; 
Alex Bravo; Alexander Hartmann; Alexander Lotozki; Alexander Michel; Alexander Ostermaier; Alexander Timm; Alexandra von Samson; Alfred Rogacki jun.; Alma; André Stock  M.Eng. 
Veranstaltungstechnik & -management; Andreas Bock; Andreas Kirschek, Bayerischer Rundfunk; Andreas Litger; Andreas Michel; Andreas WOODY Wodzinski STUDIO 5 eK, Live 
Entertainment Production; Anja Schmidt; Anke; Anke Lohmann; Anna Quentin; Antje Münsterberg; ARENA Nürnberg Betriebs GmbH (ARENA NÜRNBERGER Versicherung); artlogic 
people network; ArtPlanner; Asita; Atelier Türke; Audiovisionrent e.K.; AV Atelier Verfürth Messe GmbH / Hannover; Aventem GmbH; Avocado Booking; Axel Mueller; Axel von 
Dungen; Backdrop.de, York Wegener; BACKLINE & More GmbH "Ossy" Ostendorf; Barbara Lüder; BARDECK GmbH; Barrier24.de / Reiner Jochens; Bastian Hutschenreuter; Bastian 
Kurth; Bela Königes; Ben Dehmer; Benedikt Voß; Benedikt Zimmermann; Benni Dummer; Benno Sonder; Bernhard Selzer; BEVENUE GmbH - Beratung für Veranstaltungsstätten; BigRig 
Berlin GmbH; Bildkraft Jörg Heinze; Birger Schwidop; Björn Pfaffner; blaueQuelle Werbeagentur; BMU Veranstaltungstechnik; Britta Keusch; Britta Wagemann; C.S.; Caroline 
Auerswald; Casi Will, Hamburg; Caspar Ernst; celine-eps gmbh; Cesar Catalan; Checker; Christian Bock; Christian Eggert; Christian Müller; Christian Rupp; Christian Weber; Christina 
Gaßner; Christoph Brose; Christoph Lubrich; Christoph Müller; m:con – mannheim:congress GmbH; Claudia Gamper; Claudy; Colin Alders; conex GmbH; Cora Schönherr; Cordelia; 
Crystal Sound; D. & S. Veranstaltungstechnik GmbH & Co. KG; Daniel Koch, PA EVENTS Veranstaltungstechnik; Daniela Rieger; Danke!; Danny Tomaske, Creativ-Showlight; Dany Rau; 
Dav. B.; David Weiß; DEAplus; Dennis Eichenbrenner; Dennis Schaaf; Denny Hellbach; Derek Lipsky; Deytona UG; Die Sportmacher GmbH; Dietmar Rottinghaus; Dirk Müller; DML 
GmbH & Co. KG; Domenika Karwowski; Dominic Schlosshauer; Dominik Maassen; Dominik Wefers; DP Entertainment GmbH; dpds Veranstaltungstechnik Heiko Klick; Dr. Maria 
Rodehuth | Paderborner Stadthallen-Betriebs GmbH; Dr. Stefan Holzporz, MEDIO.RHEIN.ERFT; Eberhard Müller; Edenhofners Flohmarkt; ein Unterstützer; Elisabeth; Elke Koppenhöfer; 

Supporters
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Supporters in alphabetical order:

Elke Stamm; Ellen Kamrad // Menschen Emotionen Erlebnisse; Elmar Bauer; ems Event- & Markenservice GmbH; Eva Bauer-Oppelland, ehemalige Geschäftsführerin der Bauer Studios, 
Ludwigsburg; Event Safety Consult GmbH & Co. KG; Event-Kombinat | Sandra Beckmann; eventleader GmbH; EventMeister GmbH - Marc Andres; Events well done Gmbh; EVVC e.V.; 
EWI Worldwide; EXG-MEDIA OHG; expopartner GmbH; exposive medien gruppe GmbH; ƒ audiodesign, c/o ƒalco4u@web.de; FAC Events & Verleih GmbH, Kassel; Falco Zanini Event 
Safety; FAMAB Kommunikationsverband e.V.; Familie Steidle; Farida Schumann; Fee Baxpehler; Feierstunde Michaela Herrmann; Felix Bücher; Felix Seidel; Felix W. Kuentz; Flo B; Flo 
Service GmbH; Florian Röder; Frank Kähne; frog; Gabriele Möller; Gastronomie Service Dahmen GmbH; GATE Eventmanagement & Veranstaltungstechnik GmbH; Gerhard Raschke Fa. 
Memo Team GmbH; Gordon L'habitant; Güpner Production; Guthke Ralph; Hans-Christoph Mücke; Hans-Peter Schwandt; Hans-Peter Schweiger; Heiko Behrendt, Livelight VT; Helge 
Herrmann; High Rise GmbH; Holger Blumenthal; Holger Stedem musicdesigner; Ich zähle und zahle mit!; IgPV e.V.; Ilka Plewnia; Ilona Jarabek; Ina Thiemann; Ines Behr; Ingo Kaiser; 
Ingo Weismantel; Irene Andrae; ISDV e.V.; Ivo; J. Sellerbeck; Jakob von Stillfried; Jan Mathuis; Jan Reuter; Jan und Constanze Muschter; Janek Barth; Janemann; Janine Hilbig; Janinger; 
Jarne Brauns; JC Eventtechnik GmbH; Jenny Springer; Jens Kahnert; Jens Thiele; Jens Weinreich; Jens Werner; Jesko Purmann; Jogi Cappell, Lichtplaner und Beleuchter; Johannes 
„Schnippes“ Götten; Johannes Graubner, Graubner – Planungsbüro für Veranstaltungssicherheit; Johannes Heppenheimer, www.audiance.net; Johannes Kritzler; Jorg Kelly; Jürgen 
Schmidt Florales Ambiente; Kai Klückes; Kai Scharwächter; Kalle Hogrefe; känguruh production konzertagentur GmbH; Karin Goldschmidt; Karina Schlensog; Karl-Heinz Jagusch; Katja; 
Katja Roßner; Katja Schwarz; Katja Volkhardt; Katja-Sophie Vogel, Tontechnikerin im Estrel Berlin; Kay Swoboda; Kerstin, memo-media; Kilian Lemmer; KINGSIZE.EVENTS; Klaus; Knut 
Borowski – High; Point Rigging; Knut Winkler, Ambion GmbH; Konstanze Schwedka; Kristina Wulf, Eurogress Aachen; Kushel; KWERTZ GmbH, Michael Wilde; L&S GmbH & Co. KG; La 
Lü; Landstreicher Konzerte; Lena; Lene Leuchtet; Leo Herrmann // Lumenlabor; leuchtturmartig Messe und Event GmbH; Lichtsucht GmbH; Linda Eick; LiveCo Veranstaltungstechnik 
GmbH; livedepartment crew support GmbH; LLEYENDECKER; Lorenz Kuhlmann; loud GmbH; Löwen Personalservice GmbH; Luca Wiese, dot.Veranstaltungstechnik.; Lucas Bouschka 
Veranstaltungstechniker; luchtbeweging.nl; Ludwig Bergmann; Lukas; Lukas Fischer, gruppe20 Veranstaltungstechnik; Lukas Leser; Lulu; Maike Oehlert; Malkus Veranstaltungstechnik 
GmbH; Malte B aus HL; Mannheimer Power UG; Manuel Bodden; Marc Lemgen; Marc Stähly Sounddesign; Marcel; Marcel Kuch; Marco; Marco Jung, LL.M., Rechtsanwalt, 2. 
Vorsitzender Deutsche Musical Akademie; Marcus Bläsing; Maria Wendenburg; Marko; Markus Steffens, CMS Congress Media Service aus Hennef; Marten Pauls | campo event 
engineering; Martin; Martin Brauer; Martin Eschner; Martin L.; Martin Wieprecht, DREIKLANG Mobil Studio & Sound Service; Martina; Martina Fritz; Matthias Pelz; Matthias Rau; 
Matthias Thoben; Max Grünauer; maximalPULS GmbH // Ronny Winkler; Maximilian Frank; Maya Zeindl, Studio Zugvogel; MDS Patec; Veranstaltungstechnik GmbH; Melanie Oehlert; 
memo-media Verlags-GmbH; Micha Jahns; Michael Burmeister; Michael Doepke; Michael Frank; Michael Gärttling; Michael Habig; Michael Herbst; Michael Kiefer; Michael Vortriede; 
Mike Fleske; mitea GmbH; MKR, Essen; MMC -Udo Dommermuth; Moritz König; Mosaic Vision GmbH; mothergrid; muellersen; MuK Lübeck; music & light design GmbH; Nadine; 

Supporters
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Supporters in alphabetical order:

Nadja T.; Neumann&Müller Veranstaltungstechnik; Nicki Renn; Nico; Nico Lindner - VBA Events - für alle connected experts da draußen; Nicole Behr; Nicole Maaßen; Niels Kleenworth, 
arentis veranstaltungstechnik GmbH; Nils Engel; NN Eventpersonal GmbH; Olaf Zeuchner , emschertainment GmbH; Oli Rulfs; Oliver Jax; Oliver Warneke; orange crew GmbH; Pablo 
Turati; Party Rent Frankfurt, Eichenberger GmbH; Party Rent Group Kassel/Erfurt; Party.San GmbH; Partyrent Stuttgart Schindler GmbH; Pascal Duggleby; Pascal Hillenbrandt; Pascal 
John, RAIN AGE GmbH; Patrick Arens; Patrick Biesdorf; Patrick Siemes; Paul; PCS Professional Conference Systems GmbH; Peter Biemer; Peter Michel; Philip Albert; Philipp Fichte; 
Philipp Hendreich; Philipp Müller; Philipp Müller; Philipp Schaber; POMMEREL Live-Marketing GmbH; PREUSS MESSE Baugesellschaft mbH; Prisma Veranstaltungstechnik Inh. Werner 
Helms; PRO MUSIK GmbH; PROJECT & PRODUCTION Nickisch ● Weien GbR; Pyro- & Eventtechnik Münster; QUARTERBACK Immobilien ARENA; Ralf "Tilly" Caspary; Ralf Brenneke, 
Hannover Congress Centrum; Ralf Mertins | proplan.events; Ralf Schulze – Chemnitz; rec-gruppe GmbH; Rehthaler Eventsolutions; RELUCENT; René Schönefeldt; Richard Dembiany; 
RICHTERS EVENTS; Robe Deutschland GmbH; Robert Reuner; Robert Sterzik - Rudi Renner Agentur; Robin Schneider; ROCKABELLA event-service; Roger Wagener; Ronny Rud Reinhold; 
Ronny Zeunert; Sabrina Roth; Sacha; safeRIG // Matthias Podlaha; Sandra Beckmann; Sascha Schüler,SE Plus-Events; SBEntertainment GmbH&Co.KG; s-cape GmbH - Manuel Weiskopf; 
Schumi; Sebastian Feuersenger; Sebastian Kirchner; Sebastian Leppert-Blohm; Sebastian Seer, PM Blue GmbH; Sebastian Stahlke; Sebastian Striegel; SIGMA System Audio-Visuell 
GmbH; SIKO.team; Silke; Simin Fink; Simon Kropp, EVENT Rookie; Sir Henry Hot; skenia - Jan Elsinghorst; SLS – Sound Light and Service, Daniel Volkgenannt; Soundset Productions; SSM 
Veranstaltungstechnik GmbH; Stageco Deutschland; stagedoctor; Starlit Communications Daniela Fuchs; Stefan Zwanzer; Stephan 'cyber' Sieber; STEPHAN HENGST - Director MOST 
WANTED: MUSIC; Stephan Herbst, Stageco Deutschland; Stephan Karrer; Stephan Kipp; Stephanie Lubasch; STROMSTOSS GmbH / Kaufungen; Südwest Sound GmbH & Co. KG; SUHR 
VT; sunevents - dienstleistungen für veranstaltungen; Susanne Fritzsch; Sven Görgen; Sven Radke; Sven W.; thilda; Thilo Boegner / pave GmbH; THIRTEENFOURTEEN PRODUCTIONS; 
Thomas; Thomas Fenzl; Thomas Schröder; Thorsten Geißler; Till Heemann, Heemann Veranstaltungstechnik; Till Pöhlmann, Jongleur & Lichtkünstler; Tilman Schumacher; Tilman te 
Dorsthorst; Tilo; Tim; Tim Bungter; Timo; Timo Göth; Tina Reimann; Tine HSLR; Tjay Young; Tjomas Borchers Soloselbständiger; to jädicke (BigRig-Berlin); Tobias Huwe; Tom Epple; 
Tommy Neumann; Torsten Friedrich; Trollwerk Production GbR; TSE AG; Uli; Unique Konzept GmbH - Marc Andres // Anja Keipert; Uta; Ute Peters; Uwe Mätzig, Projektleiter & Meister; 
Velomax Berlin Hallenbetriebs GmbH; Vera Viehöfer; Verena Schulz; Vier; VLLV e.V.; Volker Morr; vomfeinsten Catering & Service GmbH; VRTonung; Walbert-Schmitz GmbH & Co. KG; 
Weil’s Rockt, Nicole Wille, Sabine Panke, Daniela Adelfinger; Wiebke; Willi Joe Schaugg; Xavier Legros; Yves Sauder; Zähl dazu

Supporters
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Participating associations 
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